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ABSTRAC T
A system for the automatic generation of line illus-
trations of three dimensional sculptured objects i s
described . In particular, an enriched vocabulary o f
lines are defined which provide a means to impar t
meaning to visual representations of complex ob-
jects . Particular attention is paid to how the end
conditions of individual segments effect how they
are drawn . A graphical interface is described fo r
creating illustration rules which translate the geo-
metric description into the final drawing. Some al-
gorithmic details are provided for implementation
and preliminary results are presented .

1 INTRODUCTIO N

Workstations are now capable of displaying hun-
dreds of thousands of vectors and tens of thou -
sands of polygons per second including hidden sur-
face determination . The ability to model objects of
high complexity involving sculptured surfaces ha s
also greatly expanded . At the same time, realis-
tic image synthesis techniques have provided strik-
ing renderings of almost photographic quality o f
objects modeled by such systems . However, one
rarely sees the intelligent use of lines and surfac e
rendering techniques combined in a single image .
Traditional technical illustration, in contrast, of -
ten includes a variety of line styles in conjunctio n
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with solid shading and text to convey information
about an object or assembly.

Unfortunately, if one desires an illustration of a 3D
model which communicates the full shape or in-
tent of the model, neither the basic primitives sup -
plied by workstation manufacturers nor the real-
istic rendering of image synthesis is adequate . At
this point, one is forced to turn to professional il-
lustrators or 2D paint programs .

There is, however, a wealth of experience and tech-
nique in the art of technical illustration [MAGN70 ]
[THOMG8] which can readily be borrowed to au-
tomatically generate informative illustrations di-
rectly from 3D computer models . This provide s
a means to create illustrations which are both true
to the 3D geometry and informative to the viewer .
This approach requires :

e additional semantic attributes to be attache d
to objects within the model ,

e a richer set of drawing primitives and styles ,
and

e a set of illustration rules to map the geometr y
and attributes to a set of drawable primitives .

This paper addresses these points and describes a
system for interactively assigning meaningful at -
tributes to objects and for defining a set of illustra-
tion rules which guide automatic illustration gen-
eration. The focus of this paper is on enlarging th e
vocabulary of lines, line types and attributes, an d
their use in technical illustration to convey mean-
ing . Initial results of the creation of illustration s
from sculptured surface models defined with th e
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Alpha–1 system 1 are demonstrated . Line draw-
ings are composed with shaded surface rendering s
to create final illustrations . However, the illustra-
tion rules relating to surfaces are still being devel-
oped and are left for a future discussion .

2 LINES AND CURVE S

As indicated above, the primary focus of this pape r
in on the use of lines, however, the term line is used
to indicate both straight lines and space curves .
The line styles which are available on most work -
stations consist of single width vectors . Attributes
such as color and/or line style (solid or dashed) ar e
generally available, and depth can often be indi-
cated through depth cueing . If one looks at a typi-
cal illustration, however, there exists a much larger
vocabulary of line types, styles, and thicknesses ca-
pable of communicating much greater meaning . In
such illustrations, the thickness or other attribute s
may change over the length . Furthermore, the lines
do not simply begin at one end and finish at th e
other, i .e . end conditions of line segments convey
meaning in themselves .

Four categories of lines indicating geometric mean-
ing can be identified : boundary lines, silhouette
lines, discontinuity lines (folds), and contour or
isoparametric lines which help convey the curva-
ture of the surface. A single line in the illustratio n
system is defined to be composed of line segments
which define continuous portions of lines which d o
not cross in front of or behind other boundary o r
silhouette lines . The determination of line seg-
ments is a classical hidden line problem which i s
discussed in the context of sculptured surfaces by
[ELBE89] .

Each line segment in turn consists of two end point s
with their own attributes and a body between them .
A line segment has a thickness, a transparency, an d
a style, i .e . solid, dashed, dotted, sketched etc .
Style and transparency and thickness attribute s
may convey different degrees of hiddeness or ma y
indicate the importance of the object (or portio n
of the object) being drawn . These attributes exis t
in the three dimensional definition of the line seg -

'Alpha_1 is an experimental spline based geometric mod-
eling system being developed at the University of Utah .

meat . Thus, the final thickness and dash length s
vary as a function of the distance to the view point .

End points may be open or closed, and tapere d
or thickened to impart meaning to an illustration
(Figure 1) . For example, a line segment which
thickens slightly as it goes behind a surface con-
veys the impression of disappearing behind an ob-
ject rather than connecting to it . Similarly, an ope n
end conveys the impression of having gone behin d
a solid object . These conditions are easily deter-
mined from the original three dimensional mode l
during hidden line determination .

Although the algorithms described in this paper
have all been implemented in software, the draw-
ing of variable lines with endpoint conditions ar e
amenable to being embedded in silicon as part o f
the hardware assisted offering of graphic worksta-
tions to provide full interaction.

3 ILLUSTRATION

3 .1 IMPORTANCE ATTRIBUTE S

The way in which particular parts of a model ar e
depicted indicates the importance they play in com-
municating the purpose of the illustration . An ex-
ample is the illustration of an automobile engin e
intended to show the camshaft and its role and po-
sition in the motor assembly. Clearly, a realisti c
rendering of the motor (or a hidden line drawing )
would not show the camshaft at all since it is hid-
den by the body of the motor . A wireframe mode l
would contain far too much confusing detail . What
is required is a means to emphasize important as-
pects of the model while simultaneously retainin g
overall shape information .

To this end, the illustration system allows object s
to be assigned importance attributes . These at -
tributes are then used in combination with illus-
tration rules to create a final image .

3 .2 ILLUSTRATION RULE S

During the hidden line determination, as lines an d
curves are broken into segments, a list of surface s
which hide the segment is maintained . End point
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Figure 1 - Endpoint Conditions

conditions, such as whether the segment is mov-
ing from behind an object, or is crossing over a
boundary are derived from these lists . Given this
information, and a set of importance and other at -
tributes attached to it, a decision must be made
about the width, style and transparency with which
to draw the segment, and how to depict the end

conditions .

A set of illustration rules takes the segment in -
formation and determines the drawing parameter s
for the specific segment . These rules are based o n
user specification and inferences drawn from artis -
tic knowledge about illustration principles . This
provides a balance between flexibility and automa -
tion of the production of final drawings .

Figure 2 depicts an interaction tool which provide s
the user with a graphical means to define line at -
tributes for 36 cases in a 3x4x3 matrix . The axe s
of this matrix represent importance, line type, and
hiddeness . Importance is measured as high, med-
ium, or low. The line types as described above ar e
boundary, silhouette, discontinuity, and contour o r
isoparametric lines . The hiddeness is a function o f
what hides the segment . In figure 2, each of the
vertical objects represent an object of a particu-
lar importance . while the horizontal bars represen t
hiding surfaces .

Figure 2 - Illustration Rule Interaction Tool

Individual segments can be selected from the tool
to represent a specific example of a position on th e
three axes. The thickness, transparency and styl e
can then be set for the example segment and th e
process is can be repeated for other segments . Con -
straints can be placed on the choices made by th e
user. A line of high importance cannot be speci -
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fled to be thinner, more transparent, or of a weake r
style than one of lower importance with the sam e
degree of hiddeness .

In this way, the user is able to quickly define a
large enough set of parameters from which the il-
lustration rules are inferred for cases not explicitl y
specified . For instance, the illustration rule for a
segment of high importance hidden by two differ-
ent objects of medium importance is not explicitly
specified; it must be inferred .

would remain solid as defined by the user . As a
line passes behind more objects its style value i s
further reduced exponentially . The final drawing
style is determined by the range in which the styl e
value lands after all reductions .

For each hiding surface :
Curr6StyleeVal V Curr_style_val * ReductionYac t

where the reduction factor is determined from in-
teractive settings .

3 .2 .1 INFERENCIN G

Inferences are drawn to determine the final drawin g
attributes of a line segment from the illustratio n
rules, the segment attributes, and the attributes o f
the set of surfaces hiding the line segment .

Both of the line attributes, style and transparency ,
decay exponentially as the segment is hidden by
intervening surfaces . The style attribute is discret e
in nature, however, a natural hierarchy can be use d
to establish a range of values for each category . The
values and their use in inferring final drawing style s
is best described through an example .

Each line style is assigned a discrete value rang e
and an initial value (by default at the middle of th e
range, although this could vary for each segmen t
class as indicated by the user in the illustration
rules) .

Style Range Initial Style Value

solid .750 - 1.00 0.8750
dashed .375 - .750 0 .5625
dotted

 

: .250 - .375 0 .3125
invisible : 0 .00 - .250 0.1250

Each transition in which a line passes behind an
object as depicted in the interaction tool describe d
above, thus represents a decay in the line's styl e
value . For example, as a solid line of a medium im-
portance object passes behind a high importanc e
object it becomes dotted . This represents a reduc-
tion from 0 .8750 to 0 .3125 or approximately a 64 %
reduction . The same line passing behind a low im-
portance object may not be reduced at all since it

3 .3 ALGORITHMIC DETAILS

3 .3 .1 END CONDITION S

The ends of line segments may be open, or closed,
and thickening, or tapering. Free ends representin g
the last point on a line are generally closed, how-
ever if they are a silhouette they should taper t o
a point . As a line passes behind a surface it will
break into two segments . These two segments will
have different list of hiding surfaces . If the degree
of hiddeness increases, the segment with the lowe r
hiddeness will be closed and thickening, while th e
more hidden segment will begin as open .

3 .3 .2 LINE WIDT H

The line widths set in the interaction menu provid e
a guide for the final width with which portions o f
a line are drawn . Depth is indicated through th e
width of the line by varying the thickness from tha t
set by the user at the hither plane to a minimu m
thickness at the you plane .

Final_Widt h
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3 .3 .3 DASH AND SPACE LENGTH

Dashed (and dotted) lines contain both dashes an d
spaces . How many dashes and how long the dashes
should be are important considerations . Dashes
should be shorter as the line moves away from th e
eye, but not too short . Spaces should likewis e
change in length . Open and closed ends must als o
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Each curve is first represented as a polyline, or list
of linear vectors . At each vertex along the polyline ,
a width is computed as is a length for the dashe s
and spaces. The dash and space lengths follow a
similar pattern to the widths, ranging from a mini -
mum at the yon plane to a maximum at the hither .

The algorithm which implements the dashed line s
acts in two passes . During the first pass dashe s
and spaces are propagated along the curve accord-
ing to the lengths determined in advance . Note
that dashes and spaces may straddle the ends o f
individual vectors in the polyline . The clashes con-
tinue to be layed out until a space (or dash fo r
open ends) overshoots the end of the polyline . (A
minimum of two dashes for closed segments an d
one for open segments is enforced .) The amount o f
overshooting is considered an error which is the n
divided evenly amongst the dashes and spaces dur-
ing a second pass which actually draws the final
curve .
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A pipeline defining the sequence of events leadin g
to a final illustration is shown in Figure 3 . An
interactive geometric modeler (currently Alpha—1 )
is used to generate a full description of a 3D mode l
including material properties and importance tags .
At this point objects can also be defined which ,
through boolean operations, cut away portions of
the model to fully expose inner structure .

Once camera parameters are defined, hidden line
determination and surface rendering progress in -
dependently . The visual attributes of lines are de -
fined as above to create a set of illustration rules t o
filter the line segments and create a line drawing of
the model . The line drawing and surface renderin g
are then composited to create a final illustration .

Note that the line drawing can be iteratively mod-
ified by refining the illustration rules without re -
computation of hidden lines or surface renderin g
which may not be possible at interactive speeds .

It is envisioned that the resulting illustration wil l
be supplied to a paint program for final placemen t
of labels and perhaps for other modifications .

FINAL ILLUSTRATIO N

Figure 3 - Illustration Pipelin e

5 RESULTS

Results from the system have been preliminary so
far, but have been very exciting, as the increased
communicative abilities of the illustrations is al-
ready clear. There are five images in the color
plates. The first four depict an object drawn i n
four modes . The first two are a simple wireline ,
and a standard hidden surface drawing . The sec-
ond two line drawings are of the same model gen-
erated from two different sets of illustration rule s
providing an intuitive understanding of the hidde n
structure . The final image depicts the type of re-
sult obtainable by compositing a line drawing wit h
a simple shaded rendering .
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6 CONCLUSIO N

This brief paper has described a system for auto-
matically generating illustrations from 3D geomet-
ric models . In particular, an enriched vocabulary o f
lines are defined which provide a means to impar t
much greater meaning to visual representations of
complex objects . A graphical interface has been
described for defining illustration rules providin g
the mapping between the portions of the 3D mode l
and the final illustration .

Difficulting relating to the inherent complexity o f
determining a full set of hidden line segments from
complex assemblies of freeform objects currentl y
limits the models available to the above system .
A current focus of work is to address these issues .
Other types of line styles, such as sketchy lines ,
and others are being considered for inclusion . The
intelligent use of surface shading techniques suc h
as ray tracing or radiosity in combination with lin e
drawings is also being explored .

It is hoped that this paper can be used as a startin g
point to raise the abilities of the computer to au-
tomate the communication of shape to the user . I t
has become apparent as the speed at which work -
stations can draw vectors has increased, that a

new focus on what is drawn and how it is drawn
is needed . Those who use these system for real ap-
plications will then provide the final verdict on th e
importance of this work .
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